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Introduction and objectives

The ESMOS/Arctic II project addresses the issues of Arctic ozone depletion and its causes. Within the project changes in the composition of the Arctic stratosphere have been observed by a network of stations and analysed by performing long-term measurements, assuring instrumental quality standards, supplemented by analysing collected data sets, performing case studies, and stratospheric aerosol and chemical trajectory modelling. Collected data have been shared via European and international databases.

The growing problem of polar and mid latitude ozone depletion was reconfirmed by the recent WMO assessment reports\(^1\). The necessity was realised to observe the Arctic stratosphere in order to study the degree and processes of the decline of stratospheric ozone, which might come abrupt, and how such decline might affect highly populated European regions in high and middle latitudes.

---

Particularly the objectives of the project have been to

- investigate chemical and dynamical processes in the lower Arctic stratosphere within the European Stratospheric Monitoring Stations (ESMOS) network, which stretches from 79°N (Spitsbergen) to 44°N (Haute Provence).
- perform modelling studies to investigate the processes controlling the ozone loss
- determine the spatio-temporal extend of chemical perturbations in the lower and lowest part of the stratosphere, where air can be transported easily to mid-latitudes.
- assess latitudinal trends in ozone and related trace species.
- establish an Arctic network of backscattersonde and aerosol lidar stations to improve our knowledge about the occurrence of Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSC) and their formation processes.
- contribute to the observation of solar UV radiation with a high latitude station.

The ESMOS/Arctic stations at Thule (Pituffik), Greenland (hosted by DMI), Ny-Ålesund/Spitsbergen, and the ALOMAR observatory at Andenes/Norway are integral parts of the global Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Change (NDSC) and some of the most modern ground based stratospheric observation stations available. The combined DMI stratospheric observatory and the SRI lidar facility at Sondre Stromfjord (Kangerlussuaq), Greenland is an Arctic NDSC station as well as the Sodankylä observatory in Finland. ESMOS has a leading role within NDSC due to the state of the art equipment and data quality checks and assurance. This network, initiated in the beginning of the 1990’s comprises a limited set of high-quality remote-sensing research stations in the tropics, at mid latitudes, and in the polar regions of both hemispheres. It employs a number of selected instruments of verified high quality, including UV/visible and infrared spectrometers for measurements of column abundance of ozone and a large number of trace gases, ozone and aerosol lidars, microwave sounders, and facilities to perform balloonborne ozone soundings. One of the key issues of the network is the assurance of high-quality standards and the determination of measurements techniques and procedures (like data evaluation algorithms) to further improve quality standards in order to produce long-term data sets of proven stable quality.

Within NDSC the objectives are to

- observe changes in the physical and chemical state of the stratosphere
- discern and understand the causes of the changes
- provide independent calibration of satellite sensors
- obtain data that can be used to test and improve stratospheric chemical and dynamical models, thereby enhancing confidence in their predictive and assessment capabilities.

The DMI stratospheric observatory at Thule Air Base, Greenland (76.5 N, 68.8 W), has been appointed as one of the arctic primary NDSC sites. The DMI possess buildings on the South Mountain and at the main base at Thule, fully equipped with communication (telephone, fax, internet) and computational facilities. The DMI has contributed to the
instrumentation of the site by a UV-visible spectrometer (SAOZ) for ozone and other trace gas measurements. The DMI also operates an UV spectroradiometer at Thule for measurements of UVB radiation, and DMI has installed instrumentation for balloonborne measurements of ozone. In collaboration with the DMI the University of Rome operates an aerosol lidar. The DMI has collaborated for several years with the University of Wyoming on balloonborne stratospheric aerosol and cloud particle measurements from the NDSC station at Thule. At Sondre Stromfjord DMI operates a Brewer instrument for measurements for column ozone, and has collaborated for many years with SRI-International (California) on aerosol lidar measurements and investigations of stratospheric winds and mountain waves employing the SRI radar facility.

DMI has participated, by contracts to the EU-commission, from the start of the ESMOS-project and through its predecessors, "Experimentation related to polar stratospheric clouds", (contract STEP-CT90-0078), "Investigations of ozone, aerosols, and clouds in the Arctic stratosphere" (contract EV5V-CT92-0074; DMI scientific report 95-3), and “European Stratospheric Monitoring Stations in the Arctic” (contract EV5V-CT93-0333; DMI scientific report 96-11). Stratospheric measurements from the DMI observatories in Greenland, including Scoresbysund (Illoqqortoormiut), have been part of the major European field campaigns “European Arctic Stratospheric Experiment on Ozone (EASOE, 1991-1992), Second European Stratospheric Arctic and Mid-latitude Experiment (SESAME, 1994-1995), and Third European Stratospheric Experiment on Ozone (THESEO, 1998-1999).

Background.

Ozone in the stratosphere, the ozone layer, protects the surface of the Earth from harmful solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Research during the past decade has revealed that a combination of specific meteorological conditions and atmospheric chemical processes may lead to strong depletion of the ozone layer in polar regions in both hemispheres during winter and early spring. Ozone depleted air from polar regions has the potential to mix with mid-latitude air, causing a decrease in ozone concentrations at lower latitudes, e.g. over Europe. Over Antarctica the well-known ozone hole develops every austral spring with the total ozone column reduced by more that 50 % and nearly total ozone destruction between 15 and 20 km altitude. During the some of the winters in the 1990’s large ozone depletions have also been observed in the Arctic, as described in this report, although not as severe and regularly as observed over Antarctica.

A key-process for strong chemical ozone destruction is the formation for polar stratospheric clouds (PSC) in combination with a relatively stable polar vortex and the presently elevated concentrations of chlorine and bromine, originating to a large extend from man-made CFC and Halon gases. On the surfaces of the cloud particles, chlorine containing compounds (mainly ClONO$_2$ and HCl) are converted in heterogeneous chemical reactions into reactive forms which catalytically destroy ozone in the presence of sunlight. During winter strong winds circle around the poles at altitudes above \( \approx 15 \) km in a more or less regular pattern, forming the polar vortex. Inside the vortex the

---

2 WMO, 1994, 1999
stratospheric air is relatively isolated from mixing with air from lower latitudes and temperatures occasionally drop sufficiently low for PSCs to form, leading to activation of chlorine compounds inside the vortex. When sunlight returns to the polar regions ozone inside the vortex is chemically depleted until the vortex breaks up later in spring and the catalytic reactions are terminated.

Compared to Antarctica the main reason that regular Arctic ozone holes have not appeared is mainly related to higher temperatures and more sporadic PSC formation in combination with a weaker polar vortex. Climate models have recently predicted that increased concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and depletion of the ozone layer may cause lower temperatures in the stratosphere and more widespread PSC formation together with more stable and long-lasting vortex formation in the Northern Hemisphere. Although chlorine concentrations in the atmosphere are expected to peak around the turn of the century, decreasing temperatures in a future climate may cause a substantial delay of a recovery of the ozone layer. Recent investigations have revealed that denitrification in the stratosphere, i.e. the irreversible removal of reactive nitrogen species by gravitational settling of PSC particles, have led to increased ozone destruction in the Arctic. It has also been observed that during cold winters the polar vortex may travel widely over populated areas of northern Europe. Whereas denitrification is not a regularly occurring phenomenon in the present Arctic stratosphere, generally decreasing temperatures and more frequent PSC formation could likely more often lead to denitrification and thereby stronger ozone depletion in the future.

The perspective of couplings between global climate changes and ozone depletion calls for long-term monitoring of the stratosphere, which is in focus within the NDSC and ESMOS framework. The nature of the problem implies scientific research in various directions, and DMI has contributed to the ESMOS/Arctic II project by meteorological analysis (vortex position and stratospheric temperatures, mixing of air between high and lower NH latitudes, air parcel trajectory calculations), measurements of total column ozone and other trace gases, balloonborne measurements of the vertical ozone profile, microphysical modelling and observations of PSC, and measurements of UV-B radiation on the surface of the Earth. The following sections describe the results obtained in these fields.

**Meteorological data analysis**

Potential vorticity (PV) and pressure have been calculated in a 2.5°x2.5° latitude-longitude grid north of 30°N on the 350, 380, 400, 435, 475, 550 and 675K isentropic levels. A 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 day forecast for 350, 475, 550 and 675K has also been available in real time. These data have been calculated from 1 November to 30 April during the winters 1995/96, 1996/97, 1997/98 and 1998/99. Files with higher-resolution PV data interpolated to each measurement site are also available.

---


An example of the location of the polar vortex (in terms of strong latitudinal gradients in PV) on the 475 K potential temperature surface is shown in Figure 1 on a map of the polar region north of 40°N from 15 February 1997 at 12.00 UT. The vortex is elongated and at the center the temperatures are sufficiently low for potential formation of PSCs (inside the thick line contour, marking the 195 K isotherm).

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1** Contour map of potential vorticity (thin lines) and the 195 K isotherm (PSC threshold temperature, thick line). Latitude circles at 40°, 60°, and 80°N.

Figure 2 shows the temporal development of the size of the geographical area on the 475K surface where polar stratospheric clouds (PSC) could potentially form predicted from ECMWF temperatures, in the winters from 91/92 to 97/98. It is evident that there was an unusually large potential for PSC-formation during March in the winter 1996/97 and also large areas of potential PSC formation in winter 1995/96.

Ten day backward isentropic trajectories have been calculated at the 350, 380, 400, 435, 475, 550 and 675K isentropic levels with endpoints on all ESMOS measurement sites and on an equal area grid with 118 gridpoints north of 30°N. These trajectories are calculated for the same period as the other isentropic data mentioned above.
Ozone and Trace Gas measurements and data interpretation

During the ESMOS/Arctil II project period 58 ozone sondes were launched at Thule by the DMI (supplemented by 182 launches from Scoresbysund -Illoqartoormiut). Many of the sondes were part of the coordinated efforts within the MATCH approach

Figure 2 Size of the geographical area on the 475 K potential temperature surface, where PSC could potentially form, calculated for 7 Arctic winters.

Figure 3 Examples of vertical ozone profiles from balloonborne soundings performed at Thule in winter-spring 1996 (inside the polar vortex). Large depletions of the ozone mixing ratio (up to 50 %) are observed in the altitude range 400-550 K, corresponding to 15-22 km
of the concurrent EU-project "Ozone soundings as a tool for detecting ozone change", where the same airparcels were sounded at successive stations in order to obtain Lagrangean measurements of the chemical ozone depletion.

The results from a sequence of ozone soundings at Thule, obtained during the first three months of 1996 when this station was inside the polar vortex, show the severe ozone depletion during this period, cf. Figure 3 displaying five vertical ozone mixing ratio profiles. This plot indicates that in the altitude range of 400 - 550 K potential temperature (app. 15 - 22 km) up to 50 % of the ozone concentrations were depleted. This is a conservative estimate and does not take into account the diabatic cooling inside the vortex which normally bring down airmasses with higher ozone mixing ratios and to some degree compensate for the chemical destruction.

By including ozone soundings from other ESMOS stations this picture of severe Arctic ozone depletion in the first 4 months of 1996 is confirmed. Figure 4 shows the ozone mixing ratios at potential temperature 500 K (app. 20 km altitude), measured by ozone soundings at Thule, Ny Ålesund, Scoresbysund, and Sodankylä as function of time. Measurements obtained inside the polar vortex (red symbols) again indicate the strong ozone depletions.

As for the winter 1995/96, strong ozone depletion was observed inside the Arctic polar vortex around 500 K potential temperature altitude in winter 1996/97. This is
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clearly demonstrated in Figure 5, showing ozone mixing ratios on the 500 K potential temperature surface, obtained from ozone soundings at 5 Arctic stations inside (red symbols) and outside (green symbols) the polar vortex.

The winter 1996/97 was quite unusual with late vortex formation and polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) development and subsequent record low temperatures in March (cf. Figure 2). Ozone depletion within the Arctic vortex has been determined by DMI using data from 530 ozone soundings from all stations the Arctic vortex (Knudsen et al., 1998). These are the European stations north of 60°N including Greenland and all North Atlantic stations except Bear Island, all Canadian stations except Edmonton, and two Russian stations. The diabatic cooling was calculated with the Morcrette radiation scheme using PV-potential temperature mapped ozone mixing ratios and the large ozone depletions, especially at the center of the vortex where most PSC existence was predicted, enhanced the diabatic cooling by up to 80%.

**Figure 5.** Ozone mixing ratios at potential temperature 500 K (app. 20 km altitude), measured by balloonborne ozone sondes at Thule, Ny Ålesund, Scoresbysund, Sodankylä, and Gardermoen during the first 4 months of 1997.
In Figure 6 the ozone mixing ratio, corrected for diabatic cooling, are shown for air masses ending at 375, 400, 425, 450, 475, 500, 525, and 550K on April 11, 1997. The average vortex chemical ozone depletion from January 6 to April 6 was 33, 46, 46, 43, 35, 33, 32 and 21% in air masses ending at 375, 400, 425, 450, 475, 500, 525, and 550K (about 14 - 22 km). This depletion was corrected for transport of ozone

![Figure 6](image-url)

**Figure 6** Observed ozone mixing ratios corrected for cooling are shown with symbols. The observations inside the vortex have been divided according to which third of the vortex area they belong. The averaged vortex mixing ratio is also shown both with (thin, solid line) and without (dashed line) correction for cooling. Corrections for quasi-isentropic transport using 5 day (dotted line) and 10 day RDF calculations (thick, solid line) have also been applied. Outside the vortex, the vortex cooling rates have been applied as well so that at any instance the mixing ratios inside and outside the vortex are on the same isentrope and can thus be compared. This creates an apparent decrease in the mixing ratios outside the vortex, which is not real, because average cooling rates outside the vortex are much smaller than inside.
across the vortex edge calculated with reverse domain-filling (RDF) trajectories. (In fact, 375K is below the vortex, but the calculation method is applicable at this level with small changes). The column integrated chemical ozone depletion was about 92 DU (21%), which is comparable to the depletions observed during the previous four winters.

A SAOZ UV-vis spectrometer has been in operation by DMI in Thule since September 1990. Figure 7 illustrates the ozone column measurements in spring 1996, compared to the TOMS version 6 satellite measurements, averaged in the period 1978-1988.

Figure 7 SAOZ ozone measurements for Feb.- Apr. 1996. shows very low ozone in the presence of the vortex in late Feb. and early Mar. For these periods also NO$_2$ columns were low.

Figure 8 shows the vertical columns of ozone and NO$_2$ measured by in spring 1997, together with ECWMF potential vorticity at 475 K indicative of the presence of the vortex over the station, the temperature of the 50 hPa level, and finally the height of the 250 hPa pressure level is shown in order to distinguish variations of the vertical columns due to variations in pressure. In February and March the polar vortex was above Thule most of the time and low ozone values are seen throughout the period. Temperatures low enough for polar stratospheric clouds to form are only seen above Thule for a shorter period in February. The lowest ozone values measured in spring since the instrument was installed were seen on March 20, 1997. This however coincides with high pressure and should therefore not be regarded entirely as a sign of ozone depletion.
The SAOZ instrument in Thule has now been operating for 8 years. The observations have shown a marked decrease in the average vertical column ozone (total ozone) for March and April as indicated in Figure 9. An almost dramatic decrease in the average March total ozone is seen to occur after about 1990, with the lowest value ever recorded in 1997. A similar decrease is observed for the total ozone averaged over the

**Figure 8** Vertical columns of ozone and NO$_2$ spring 1997 at Thule, together with ECWMF potential vorticity at 475 K, the temperature of the 50 hPa level and the height of the 250 hPa pressure level. The solid line and the dashed lines on the top graph indicate the average and standard deviation of Nimbus TOMS v.7 in the period 1979-88.
last two weeks of February. However, compared to a cold stratosphere in spring 1997, with substantial ozone depletion, the stratosphere was relatively warm in spring 1998, with only little ozone depletion, and for both March and April the figure clearly shows the influence of stratospheric temperature on depletion of the total column ozone. Whereas the decrease in March seems to occur after about 1990 the decrease in April seems to be more even over time. The very low ozone in March in 1993, 1995, 1996 and 1997, were accompanied by observations of very low NO2 columns. Whereas the SAOZ observations in Thule show a marked ozone depletion in spring the average monthly total column ozone in autumn – August, September and October – shows no significant change over the past 8 years.

**Figure 9** The monthly average total column ozone for March and April at Thule. Nimbus-7 TOMS ver. 7 monthly averages are shown in open squares and SAOZ monthly averages are shown in solid circles.

**Microphysical modelling of polar stratospheric clouds.**

Polar stratospheric clouds play an important role in priming the polar winter stratosphere for chemical ozone depletion. On the particle surfaces heterogeneous chemical reactions convert chlorine reservoir species into reactive ozone destruction forms. Secondly, the particles are composed of nitric acid and water that may be removed irreversibly from the stratosphere by particle sedimentation. This will imply low concentrations of reactive nitrogen which otherwise would reduce the adverse effects of active chlorine on ozone. The heterogeneous chemical reactions and the sedimentation properties depend strongly on the particle composition and physical phase. Presently, the freezing process and the mechanism to generate large solid PSC particles, responsible for denitrification in the Arctic stratosphere, are not well known.

At least two types of polar stratospheric clouds, forming above the ice frost point temperature, have been identified from observations and classified as type 1a and 1b PSC. Lidar depolarisation measurements have revealed that these clouds are
composed of solid and liquid phase particles respectively, and many observations and theoretical investigations point to the fact that type 1b PSC are composed of liquid supercooled ternary solutions (STS; HNO$_3$/H$_2$SO$_4$/H$_2$O)$^5$. However, for type 1a PSCs the chemical composition and the conditions under which these particles form are still very uncertain. The particles are composed of nitric acid and water, and the most stable composition under stratospheric conditions would be nitric acid trihydrate (NAT)$^6$. However the particles could initially form in a metastable phase, e.g. nitric acid dihydrate (NAD)$^7$ or a dilute solid solution$^8$. Type 2 PSC particles form below the ice frost point and are composed of water ice crystals. Both the chemical composition and physical phase of PSC particles influence the heterogeneous reactions, activating reservoir halogen compounds in the stratosphere, and details of the nature of the particles are required for a better modelling of atmospheric chemistry affecting the ozone layer.

Laboratory experiments have revealed$^9$ that STS is unlikely to freeze homogeneously, unless the sulphuric acid weight fractions are very low, i.e. at temperatures several degrees below the ice frost point where the composition approaches binary nitric acid solutions. Synoptic temperatures in the Arctic may only very occasionally drop to such low values. However, it has been speculated that fast cooling events in mesoscale temperature fluctuations, e.g. in mountain lee waves, could induce a sufficient cooling to impose homogeneous freezing of type 1b PSC particles$^{10}$. Furthermore, in fast cooling events the STS particles are brought strongly out of equilibrium due to slow diffusion of HNO$_3$ in the gas phase, causing a size dependent compositions of the type 1b PSC particles. In this case only the smallest particles obtain a nearly binary HNO$_3$/H$_2$O composition which would favour the homogeneous freezing$^{11}$. In order to simulate these effects, a non-equilibrium microphysical model of STS particles is required together with a model to represent the homogeneous freezing process.

In Figure 10 is shown an example of a 6.5 hour PSC simulation with the new DMI model in a leewave situation (actually the same case as in Carslaw et al., 1998, their Figure 2, where the temperature history has been derived from airborne lidar observations at Kiruna). In these simulations it has been assumed that freezing takes place at 4.1 K below the ice frost point, and that solid ice particles melts into STS particles above $T_{ic}$. The model takes as input the ambient air state variables: temperature, pressure, partial pressure of water vapor, and partial pressure of nitric acid vapor. The partial pressures are changed according to the evaporation / condensation taking place. The model calculates the time dependent radius and physical phase of each particle type, holding the number of particles per kg. air in each radius class fixed (Lagrangian approach in radius space). The mass of condensed H$_2$SO$_4$, HNO$_3$, and H$_2$O per particle (chemical composition) is calculated in each radius class due to condensation/evaporation, assuming a constant H$_2$SO$_4$ content.

---

$^9$ e.g. Koop et al., J. Phys. Chem. 101A, 1117-1133, 1997
$^{10}$ e.g. Carslaw et al., J. Geophys. Res. 103, 5785-5796, 1998
$^{11}$ e.g. Meilinger et al., Geophys. Res. Lett. 22, 3031-3034, 1995
Figure 10 shows various PSC model-calculated variables in 6 panels. The **upper left panel** shows the temperature (black), the nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) condensation temperature (green), and ice frost point temperature (blue). The condensation temperatures are calculated corresponding to the actual gas phase concentrations. The **middle left panel** shows the saturation ratios over NAT (green) and ice (blue), and the **lower left panel** shows the gas phase mixing ratios of HNO$_3$ (green) and H$_2$O (blue). The **upper right panel** shows the radius of particles in each size class, red curves for liquid and blue curves for solid particles. The **middle right panel** shows the volumes of different types of particles: red: STS type 1b PSC (sulfate aerosols); blue: solid type 2 PSC. The **lower right panel** shows the nitric acid weight fractions in the different size classes (black), the volume averaged nitric acid weight fraction (blue), and volume averaged sulfuric acid weight fraction in all particles. This simulation example illustrates the effects of the rapid temperature fluctuations. Particles with small radii quickly adjust to the changing temperatures and obtain very high HNO$_3$ weight fractions approaching 50%. Upon freezing more than half of the available H$_2$O vapor condenses forming relative large ice particles with radii larger than 1 µm.
A microphysical module for homogeneous freezing of supercooled PSC type 1b droplets has been developed at the DMI to be used for investigations of freezing process to generate type 1a PSCs. This model is based on the method suggested by Tabazadeh et al. (Geophys. Res. Lett. 24, 2007, 1997), utilising estimates of various thermodynamical properties from laboratory freezing experiments of sulphate aerosols (Bertram et al., J. Phys. Chem. 100, 2376, 1996). Mainly three factors control the freezing temperatures: the H$_2$O partial pressure and the assumed values of the diffusion activation energy and the surface tension between the liquid and the ice germs. Figure 11 shows the calculated freezing rates (and freezing temperatures) for binary HNO$_3$/H$_2$O and H$_2$SO$_4$/H$_2$O solution droplets of radius 0.2 µm as functions of the temperature, assuming a water vapour concentration of 5 ppmv at 460 K potential temperature. The calculated freezing temperatures are well below the ice frost point temperature (187 K at these conditions).

The new microphysical PSC model at DMI applies “Lagrangian” particle growth in radius space; i.e. the model calculates the time dependent radius of individual particles in a number of size classes, each size class having a fixed number of particles per kg of air. The previous version of the DMI microphysical PSC model applies “Eulerian” particle
growth where particles are shifted between fixed size bins. As shown above, the Lagrangian approach allows for the non-equilibrium simulation of particle growth, and the calculation of the particle size distribution is exactly reversible in repeated condensation/evaporation cycles. On the other hand, the Eulerian model version, which only allows for equilibrium simulation of type 1b PSC particles, is more suited for long term simulations and studies of sedimentation processes. Both model versions apply the same basic modules for microphysical and thermodynamical calculations. The freezing module can be used in both model versions.

Figure 12: Schematic illustration of possible pathways for phase changes between liquid and solid phase PSC particles.
One of the main problems for simulation of PSCs is how to represent phase changes, i.e., freezing and melting. In Figure 12 is indicated how the DMI microphysical model currently assumes these processes to occur and the different possible pathways that the model allows to be simulate. The left-hand side of the figure illustrates the growth/shrink of liquid particles, forming type 1b PSC particles (STS) at the lowest temperatures. Below the ice frost point, homogeneous freezing (simulated with the above-mentioned module) may generate the formation of solid particles. Once the solid particles are formed these particles are grouped into three categories in the model, depending on the chemical composition. The available water in each solid particle is assumed to be bound by 4 $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ molecules to each one $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$ molecule, forming sulphuric acid tetrahydrate (SAT), and by 3 $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ molecules to each one $\text{HNO}_3$ molecule, forming nitric acid trihydrate (NAT). Any $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ molecules left not bound in hydrates are assumed to form water ice (excess ice). Particles with excess ice are classified as type 2 PSCs. The solid particles initially form in this category. Particles with no excess ice but holding $\text{HNO}_3$ (NAT) are classified as type 1a PSCs. Particles with no excess water and no $\text{HNO}_3$ (NAT) are classified as solid stratospheric aerosols (SAT particles). The solid particles are represented on the right-hand side of Figure 12. Upon heating the type 2 PSC particles first transform into type 1a PSC, evaporating the excess water, and then into SAT particles, evaporating the nitric acid. When a SAT particle is released, several pathways could be applied in a subsequent cooling. Either NAT could condense on this preactivated (Zhang et al., Geophys. Res. Lett. 23, 1669-1672, 1996) SAT particle, forming a type 1a PSC particle again. Alternatively, the SAT particles could dissolve upon cooling, forming a liquid type 1b PSC particle (Koop and Carslaw, Science 272, 1638-1641, 1996) or forming a NAT particle again (Iraci et al., J. Geophys Res, 103,8491-8498, 1998). Finally the SAT particle would melt if heated. No matter which pathway may be the more realistic, the important temperature hysteresis with solid particles forming below the ice frost point and existing up to $T_{\text{NAT}}$ or even higher, is represented by the model.

**Balloonborne backscatter soundings of polar stratospheric clouds.**

PSCs have been observed by balloonborne backscatter sondes from Thule and Sondre Stromfjord. Figure 13 presents 7 vertical profiles of the aerosol backscatter ratio at 940 nm together with the measured temperatures. Four balloonborne backscatter soundings have been performed from Thule in the spring 1997. Vertical profiles of the aerosol backscatter ratio and temperature are shown in the Figure 14. PSC were not forming over Thule in winter/spring early 1998 and for that reason soundings were not performed. Final data have been stored at the NILU data base.

The balloonborne backscatter sonde was developed by the University of Wyoming for measurements of stratospheric aerosol and cloud particles. The instrument is equipped with a flash lamp, emitting strong horizontally directed beams approximately every 7 seconds during the balloon ascent and descent.
Figure 13 Vertical profiles of backscatter ratio (red curves) and temperature (black) measured by balloonborne backscatter sondes in winter 1995/96. The measurements show the presence of polar stratospheric clouds (PSC) at very low temperatures in the altitude range 17-23 km. The clouds are observed at the same altitude ranges where the severe ozone depletion took place.

Figure 14 Backscatter soundings at Thule in from 1997.
The backscattered light from the particles, within a range of a few meters from the sonde, is measured by photodetectors with narrow band filters in two wavelengths around 940 and 480 nm. A colour index is defined as the ratio between the aerosol backscatter at 940 and 480 nm. The ambient air pressure and temperature, together with ozone partial pressure, are measured simultaneously with the aerosol backscatter signal.


By plotting the measured colour indices of the PSC particles (ratio between the backscatter ratio at 940 and 480 nm) against the backscatter ratio at 940 nm the observations can be categorised into two main groups: Type 1a PSCs show moderate aerosol backscatter with large color indices > 10 (blue); Type 1b PSCs show a large variability in aerosol backscatter with color indices around ~ 5 - 7 (red symbols).

Figure 15 Balloonborne backscatter measurements indicate the existence of two categories of Type 1 PSCs (also a common feature in lidar observations): Type 1a PSCs show moderate aerosol backscatter with large color indices > 10 (blue); Type 1b PSCs show a large variability in aerosol backscatter with color indices around ~ 5 - 7 (red symbols).
originally gave rise to the distinction between the two subtypes of type 1 PSCs\textsuperscript{12}. With the same colour coding as in Figure 15, the measured aerosol backscatter ratios and colour indices from all observations are plotted against the difference between the measured air temperature and the nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) condensation temperature in Figure 16. From these plots it appears that type 1b PSCs (red symbols), at high temperatures, possess low aerosol backscatter ratios which, at roughly 4 K below \(T_{\text{NAT}}\), increase sharply (upper panel). On the other hand, type 1a PSCs (blue symbols) are observed predominantly at temperatures just below the NAT condensation temperature (lower panel).

\textbf{Figure 16} Aerosol backscatter ratio and color index of the same observations and color coding as in Figure 15, plotted against the difference between the measured air temperature and the NAT condensation temperature.

Further analysis of the observations reveal that Type 1b PSC show the characteristics as expected from liquid ternary solution (HNO\textsubscript{3}/H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}/H\textsubscript{2}O) particles, consistent with model simulations. Type 1a PSC show some characteristics, consistent with solid nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) composition.

The trajectory calculations have been used to investigate the influence of synoptic temperature histories on the physical properties of PSC particles. Air parcel trajectories have been calculated for all observations, providing the temperature histories of the observed particles. A number of cases have been identified, where the particles have experienced temperatures close to or above the sulphuric acid tetrahydrate (SAT) melting temperatures within 20 days prior to observation. This assures, with some confidence, knowledge of the physical phase (liquid) of the particles at some time prior to observation. The subsequent temperature histories, until the time of observation, show pronounced differences for Type 1a and Type 1b PSC particles, indicating the qualitative temperature behaviour in the freezing process to generate solid Type 1a PSCs.

It appears from the observations that liquid type 1b PSC particles can be cooled to very low temperatures, approaching the ice frost point, without causing them to freeze. In a subsequent monotonic heating the particles will survive in the liquid state. Most of the liquid type 1b particles are observed in the process of an ongoing, relatively fast, and continuous cooling from temperatures clearly above the NAT condensation temperature. The particles are mostly seen at the edge of a cloud shortly after they enter the cold area. On the other hand, it appears that a relatively long period, with a duration of at least 1-2 days, at temperatures below T\textsubscript{NAT}, and possibly also accompanied by slow, synoptic temperature fluctuations, provide the conditions which may lead to the production of solid type 1a PSCs. Solid PSC particles are therefore expected to be observed in aged clouds. These findings are illustrated in Figure 17, showing a histogram of the time spent at temperatures below T\textsubscript{NAT} before the PSC particles were observed.

![Figure 17](image.png)

**Figure 17** Histogram of time spent below T\textsubscript{NAT} between SAT melting and observation. The Figure shows the histogram for type 1a and 1b PSC observations, categorized according to the average color index within the 5 K potential temperature window around the corresponding trajectory altitude. 169 averaged observations (trajectories) are used for the type 1b, and 33 are used for the type 1a PSC distributions.
Backscatter sonde measurements have been used for investigation of freezing conditions of PSC particles in comparison with model calculations. The 20-days backward isentropic trajectories are calculated to identify the minimum temperatures, experienced by the particles prior to observation. In some cases, the temperatures have been above the SAT melting within the last 20 days prior to observation. In those cases, freezing presumably took place after this last melting event. Figure 18 shows the synoptic minimum temperatures experienced by liquid and solid PSC particles within 20 days prior to observation as derived from the air parcel temperature histories. The solid curve shows the calculated homogeneous freezing temperatures of HNO$_3$/H$_2$O droplets, assuming the indicated H$_2$O concentration profile, and the dotted curves give the uncertainty in the freezing temperatures, assuming an error of 1 ppmv H$_2$O. In most cases, the synoptic minimum temperatures are above the homogeneous freezing temperatures and most of the minimum temperatures are also above the ice frost point (dashed curve). The expected freezing temperatures are very low, and the large uncertainty in the assumed values of the diffusion activation energy and the surface tension does not seem to explain the observations. Thus, no clear evidences have emerged from this study, based on synoptic temperature histories, to suggest that homogeneous freezing of HNO$_3$/H$_2$O solution is responsible for the formation of the observed type 1a PSCs. Efforts are in progress to investigate possible effects from mesoscale temperature fluctuations on the freezing of the observed PSC particles.

Figure 18 Synoptic minimum temperatures experienced by solid type 1a (blue) and liquid type 1b (red) PSCs within 20 days prior to observation, and compared to the expected homogeneous freezing temperatures of HNO$_3$/H$_2$O droplets (solid curve) and the ice frost point temperatures (dashed curve). Open square symbols indicate observations where temperatures have been above the SAT melting temperature prior to observation.
**UV-B radiation measurements**

Measurements of UV radiation at Thule began in late 1992 with a Robertson-Berger broadband instrument from the National Radiological Protection Board in the U.K. In late 1994 a spectroradiometer was installed but relocated to another building in spring 1995. The spectroradiometer has been in regular operation since April 1995 from the same location as the SAOZ instrument and the broad-band UV instrument.

The UV radiation measurements for 1996 clearly revealed increased short wavelength radiation when the vortex was present over Thule and the ozone was very low (Figure 7). The instrument has been working in a mode where a full spectrum (290 - 410 nm) has been recorded every 10 minutes. Unfortunately the spectroradiometer suffered from a temperature-controller failure in the period 16 May - 5. June and from a filter-wheel malfunction in the period 13. July - 25. July 1996. For these periods we only have imperfect daily coverage. Figure 19. shows the erythemally-weighted (CIE) daily radiant exposure (dose).

![Figure 19](image)

*Figure 19* DMI spectroradiometer measurements of ultraviolet radiation, Thule 1996. There is only partly daily coverage for the periods 16 May - 05 June and 13 July - 25 July as explained in the text.
The substantial ozone layer depletion over Northern Greenland in March 1997 clearly showed up in the UV radiation measurements at Thule. Figure 20 shows the ratio of the measured global spectral irradiances at 305 and 320 nm for a solar zenith angle of 85 degrees (+/- 0.25) together with the total ozone as measured with the co-located SAOZ spectrometer. The use of the UV ratio filters out most of the influence of clouds and the remaining lack of complete anticorrelation is mostly caused by scatter in the solar zenith angle. The average monthly UV-B exposure (dose) in March 1997 is the highest recorded since 1993, well anticorrelated with the lowest recorded monthly average ozone since the ozone measurements began in Thule.

The spectroradiometer has specification to meet the NDSC demands and the instrument data will be evaluated during 1999 in order to be NDSC qualified. Because of the longer series of measurements with the broad-band instrument data from this instrument is shown in Figure 21 for March and April. Because both total ozone and cloud cover has a pronounced effect on UV-B irradiance the monthly average total ozone and the monthly average cloud cover is also shown in the figure.

As an example one may consider for March the years 1996, 1997 and 1998 and notice the anticorrelation with ozone. However, the monthly average UV-B is about the same for 1996 and 1998 whereas the ozone in 1996 is lower than in 1998 indicating, that if the cloud cover was the same, the UV-B in 1996 should have been higher than in 1998. The reason that the 1996 and 1998 UV-B levels are about the same is that the cloud cover in 1996 was higher than in 1998 combined with lower ozone in 1996.
compared to 1998. The same argument applies to the last 3 years for April. From the limited length of the time series it is difficult to ascribe an UV-B trend to the March and April average monthly UV-B irradiance.

Figure 21 The monthly average total ozone, the total monthly CIE-weighted UV radiant exposure (dose) and the monthly average cloud cover for March and April at Thule.

Conclusions.

Stratospheric measurements and data analysis related to ozone depletion began at the DMI observatories at Thule, Sondre Stromfjord and Scoresbysund, Greenland, in the beginning of the 1990’s. Some of the research activities were part of major European field campaigns THESEO (DMI scientific report 92-1), SESAME, and THESEO. Other activities were performed as part the predecessor projects to the ESMOS/Arctic II project, "Experimentation related to polar stratospheric clouds”, "Investigations of ozone, aerosols, and clouds in the Arctic stratosphere” (DMI scientific report 95-3), and “European Stratospheric Monitoring Stations in the Arctic” (DMI scientific report 96-11).

Combined with long-term measurements from the other ESMOS stations, the data set constitutes an important documentation of the development of the North Polar ozone layer. The measurements have been obtained during an important period where concentrations of stratospheric concentrations of man-made halogen species are approaching their expected maximum concentrations, and a slow recovery of the ozone layer could be expected due to the restrictions on the usage of CFCs and Halons, as laid
out in the Montreal Protocol and its Amendments. The period of documentation is also important in the sense that signs begin to appear of decreasing temperatures in the polar stratosphere, possible due to a coupling to increased concentrations of greenhouse gases and the general depletion of the ozone layer\textsuperscript{13}. Some of the Arctic winters in the 1990’s (in particular 1995/1996 and 1996/1997) were extremely cold, leading to pronounced formation of polar stratospheric clouds and substantial ozone depletion, demonstrating the importance of the temperature for chemical ozone depletion. This report has presented ozone-, UVB-, and PSC measurements and theoretical analysis from these winters.

Scientific concern is arising that a general trend of decreasing temperatures in the Arctic stratosphere may lead to more regular and widespread ozone depletion, resembling conditions as over Antarctica. In order to investigate climatological aspects for ozone, long-term monitoring of the state of the ozone layer as performed at the ESMOS/NDSC stations is of mandatory importance.
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